youth culture? Although Latin American youth generally do not wield the type of disposable income that some young Americans can, 7 the proliferation of malls in urban centers and the commercial explosion of Spanish-language rock music are indications that both local and global culture industries have begun to target that sector of the population.
In Mexico debates about youth have been closely related to the country's amazing neo-liberal transformation over the past two decades (late 1980s-present). Throughout this period, young adults have become newly "visible" as important social, political, and economic agents (as members of urban gangs; as swing voters in the landmark presidential election in 2000; and as a new niche market 8 ) and, equally crucial, youth have served as a symbolic repository for ambivalent feelings about the fall of past Mexican social models in the face of new cultural globalization.
In this context it is profitable to examine contemporary cinematic practices in Mexico that both support official notions of "youth" as a socio-cultural category and chart new emergent, quasi-oppositional identities and subjectivities. In her excellent book Emergencia de culturas juveniles: estrategias del desencanto (2000), Mexican communications scholar Rossana Reguillo argued that cinema was one of the only discursive arenas capable of adequately representing young adults fully. She felt that only film offered "interesting analytical and critical approaches to the traditional sites of adolescent socialization [like] the family [and] work, [while at the same time] not 'losing' the adolescent subject." 9 Although much more skeptical than Reguillo about film's abilities to critically apprehend young subjectivities, I nonetheless consider the issue of the utmost importance.
The Rhetoric of Deviance and Cinematic Representations
Youth has often been defined as a transitional period and young adults as unstable. Frequently these assumptions have produced rigid classifications that divide young adults into two categories: the properly socialized and the troublesomely marginal. 10 The former follow the instructions of social and political institutions (the family, the Church, the educational system, the State, etc.), while the latter resist such imperatives, either deliberately or not. In modern Latin America discourses about juvenile deviancy can be traced as far back as the 1950s, when many countries in the region, including Mexico, experienced significant economic restructurings. 11 Between the late 1960s and the 1990s, the role of young people in revolutionary struggles, in the growing drug trade, and in the context of increasing economic polarization produced even more extreme notions about them as deviant subject-citizens.
The controversy that arose in Mexico during the late 1980s over the chavos banda (working-class youth recognizable for their spiked hair, leather jackets, and punk music) demonstrates how debates about youth reflect larger socio-economic concerns. The controversy also underscores the media's stimulation of public concern about the young as a "problem" and its call for state intervention. In the late 1980s, during grave economic difficulties, the Mexican media began to "bombard" the public with versions of the chavos banda as "drug addicts, killers, robbers, alcoholics, depraved creatures, goodfor-nothings or simply as gang members." 12 The news outlets were responding, in part, to young dress codes and confrontational gang names (e.g., Punk Shits, the Defective Ones, Sex Lepers, Snots, the Stained Ones) as much as to supposedly criminal behavior. As marginalized youth became more "visible," the middle classes called upon the state to control them. 13 As it had done in the past with labor unions and neighborhood organizations, the PRI-led government (under President Salinas de Gotari) attempted to both co-opt the gangs (by formalizing their connections to the PRI) and to repress them (through direct police actions and censorship of state-sponsored radio programs directed by and for marginalized youth). 14 This would not be the first or last time that state policies bolstered ideas of troublesome youth in order to the benefit the ruling party. In the subsequent PRI-led administration of President Ernesto Zedillo (1994) (1995) (1996) (1997) (1998) (1999) (2000) , these debates led some officials to call for harsher sentences for minors and for a reduction in the age at which minors could be tried as adults (from eighteen to sixteen years). 15 Even though these changes never occurred, the debate promoted the administration as a stabilizing force in the face of growing crime. 16 Alongside the get-tough policies, the government also cultivated cooptative strategies. At the end of its term, as the 2000 presidential election approached, the Zedillo administration created the Instituto Mexicano de la Juventud (IMJ)/the Mexican Institute on Youth to reach out to young adults to more fully incorporate them into the national life. 17 The IMJ took over the scholarly journal, JOVENes, created an archive for 'zines and other types of cultural self-produced youth materials and, in 2000, carried out the first comprehensive, nationwide Encuesta or poll of Mexican youth. The Zedillo administration's two-prong policy initiatives (one repressive; one accommodating) can be seen as sides of a very large coin aimed at buying the PRI political capital during a crucial electoral period. Despite such efforts, the PRI lost both the presidency and the youth vote. Many young people were drawn to the rhetoric of change and greater inclusion championed by pro-business conservative Vicente Fox, the candidate for the Partido de Acción Nacional (PAN). 18 But once in office, the Fox administration treated young people as a problem-just as had previous PRI-led administrations. 19 These responses were further evident during the international Summit of the European Union and Latin American countries held in Guadalajara (Mexico's second largest city located in the conservative state of Jalisco) in May 2004. When university students protested the inequalities resulting from the latest neo-liberal reforms, police responded by jailing some one hundred marchers under questionable circumstances. Their tactics were brutal enough to attract the attention of Amnesty International, as well as European parliamentarians who wrote letters of denunciation. Under great pressure to demonstrate Mexico's stability, municipal officials found a willing partner in the mainstream Mexican news outlets which functioned as "an echo chamber for a [collective] imaginary filled with fear and lacking in scapegoats," facilitating the normalization of state repression as crucial to national "progress." 20 In their coverage, newspapers (like Mural, La Reforma, and El Universal), TV stations, and online news services minimized the police violence and emphasized the damage caused by demonstrators. The media's visual illustrations of young adults pounding on the shields of impassive policemen literalized the characterization of young adults as "ungovernable bodies." 21 Such images functioned as "proof" that state repression was justifiable and the reporting effectively steered attention away from the issues. As Reguillo has noted, the obsession with youth criminality blames those who have benefited least from globalization, not only for "obstructing socio-economic progress" but also for their own marginalization. 22 The portrayal of chavos banda and student activists as "ungovernable bodies" is bolstered by the media's other adolescent: the good consumer. Although an in-depth analysis of the representations of "good youth"-which are abundant in music-video shows, daily telenovelas like Televisa's Amigos y rivales (2001-02), and newspapers' weekly "youth" sections-exceed the possibilities of this essay, a few observations can be made. As suggested by Raymundo Mier and Mabel Piccini in their study of Mexican television, many "youth programs" promote traditional pro-family, pro-capitalist values even as they seemingly give voice to rebellious teens. In music-video shows like Telehit (1993-), stylishly hip VJs help domesticate the "naked . . . torsos, extravagant hair styles, [and] obscene gestures . . ." displayed by performing musicians. 23 Aside from demonstrating dominant society's tolerance for "difference," 24 the music-video shows situate their viewers as consumers who are encouraged to "buy into" a delimited notion of rebellion-as if it were a commodity. The popular early evening television "youth telenovelas" similarly circumscribe youth frustrations. Although the leads may be emotionally unstable, they are meticulously groomed and, for the most part, ultimately redeemable. By "packaging" youthful rebellion and providing "positive" models, these programs further stigmatize working-class youth, student activists, and others who fall outside of the norm.
To what extent does Mexican cinema participate in an "ungovernable bodies" or "good kids" binary? It is tempting to draw a distinction between young adults in "industrial" or mainstream films and in "independent" or alternative productions 25 , which frequently are more formally experimental, and often feature a grittier, less polished mise-en-scène, seem to offer an acute social critique by using marginalized youth or lower-class struggles to reveal inequalities and/or by refusing to provide easy resolutions. Nonetheless, this opposition between "industrial" and independent films grossly simplifies the present condition of youth films in Mexico, which are often marked by unexpected nuances and contradictions, and it is important to move beyond traditional categorizations. As shown by Amar te duele and Y tú mama también, mainstream cinema can pose noteworthy critiques of class inequality, and some independents like Jorge Aguilera's Seres humanos, which focuses on privileged youth, can have a polished big-budget look.
Although Mexican youth films as a whole tend to portray their protagonists as "ungovernable bodies," some highlight youthful desire in tales of sexual coming-of-age while others explore violence as the more negative outcome of such desires. Despite the films' efforts to highlight a young perspective with compassion, many betray a conservative subtext by associating youthful indiscretions with the crisis of the patriarchal structures in Mexico. (Carlos Carrera, 1998) . Although there are clear differences, they are often organized around the patriarchal point of view, the male heterosexual experience, and a fetishization of the female body. Y tu mamá también, a coming-of-age story in which an older Spanish woman tutors two young Mexican men in the art of pleasuring women, is perhaps the best-known example. This tendency is also evident in Alejandro Gamboa's La primera noche, a box-office hit in Mexico. The director's successful follow-up film, La segunda noche, seemingly offered a new take on the same theme by presenting three female adolescents' first sexual encounters. Nonetheless, the exploration of the thoughts and feelings of the women does not prevent an objectification of the female. Its opening sequence features many shots of the three dressing and undressing themselves. The film's conservative inclinations are particularly obvious in its depiction of Susana, the only one to decide not to have sex with her boyfriend, as the most stable and sympathetic. In essence, La segunda noche reiterates the refrain that "good" girls who abstain from pre-marital sex are ultimately happier. 26 While youth films about the middle-class often revolve around a sexual coming-of-age, those featuring the working-class tend to focus on violence and criminality. Generally, this appears in both mainstream films like Amores perros and the less commercial Lolo, Hasta morir/'Til Death (Fernando Sariñana, 1994), Perfume de violetas/ Perfume of Violets, and De la calle/On the Street (Gerardo Tort, 2001), all of which are ambivalent about how class relates to crime. By privileging the perspective of their poor protagonists, these films help to attenuate the concept of such youth as violent "other" (as in news reports) or as poor-but-ethically-pure moral exemplars (as in telenovelas). For example, Sistach's Perfume de violetas places a protagonist's criminality against parental neglect and family poverty, which eventually lead to the young woman's rape by her stepbrother's friend. Yet, despite the care taken to make their characters' plight understandable, these films' depiction of young violence as a consequence of uncontrollable bodies further weakens their efforts to underscore structural inequalities.
Their narratives often lay the blame squarely at the feet of dysfunctional families. Indeed, parents often function as a key subplot in big productions like La primera noche, Amores perros, La segunda noche, Por la libre, and Piedras verdes/Green Stones (Ángel Flores Torres, 2001) as well as in independent ones like Aquí no pasa nada, Lolo, Perfume de violetas, and De la calle. By frequently characterizing the father as distanced, absent, authoritarian, or perverted, these films comment on and, indeed, lament the patriarchal family loss. There are several absent fathers in Amores perros and, despite its feminist inclinations, Perfume de violetas suggests that, by themselves, mothers are incapable of controlling their offspring. In La segunda noche, Susana is not only the most morally-grounded of the three protagonists, she is the only one whose parents are not divorced.
Music-Video Aesthetics and Postmodern Sensibilities
In contrast to their conservative thematic subtext, Mexican youth films explore new ground with their cinematic aesthetic. Its presence, in some part, can be attributed to the fact that directors like Alejandro González Iñár-ruti, Jorge Aguilera, and Ángel Flores Torres have worked in advertising and on music videos. 27 Note that the term "MTV aesthetic" is employed more suggestively, than definitively. It refers less to the use of music than to aesthetic music-video tendencies such as stylistic virtuosity and spatio-temporal disjunctures.
The much-cited Amores perros is an excellent example. Its breathtaking opening scene immediately places the viewer in a car chase without prior narrative framing and the rapidly sequenced shots prompt the viewer to rely on composition and editing cues to understand the chase. Besides the quick alternations between the two vehicles and the use of a zoom lens, the film adds extreme close-ups (of strained faces, of bloody hands on bloody fur) and the jerky feel of a hand-held camera. The tight framing telegraphs the pressure experienced by the principal characters (whose names we don't know), while the hand-held camera expresses the precariousness of the situation. Curiously, music is almost entirely absent. Nonetheless, Amores perros participates in the music video's aesthetic economy, the techniques of which, in this opening scene, underscore the urgency and fear of the two young men and their desire to avoid their pursuers.
The distinctive look of Amores perros-specifically, the blue tone brought out in the images in the first and third parts familiar to U.S. viewers from the original CSI TV show set in Las Vegas (CBS, US, 2000-)-makes the shots appear both hyper-real and, also, stripped-down. The bluish cast makes humans seem pallid and the environment cold and antiseptic. The cinematography brings out the primal starkness of the working-class neighborhoods with their pock-marked walls, tree-less streets, and hopelessly old cars. The shots imbue these neighborhoods with a beautiful ugliness intended to captivate middle-class spectators who, without such aesthetic sleights-ofhand, might not be disposed to look at life "over there." Julián Hernández's low-budget independent film Mil nubes de paz is quite different in directorial intent and commercial appeal but the precocious rigor of its shots of an even-more downtrodden Mexico City achieves a similar effect. Hernández's black and white film has images composed in a granular texture that make the urban landscape appear eaten away by acid. In Mil nubes, the very deliberate pictorial attention serves an expressive purpose, as the shot compositions capably convey the loneliness of Gerardo, the lead. The framing and camera movements isolate him in front of graffiti-filled walls or away from other characters.
Some Mexican critics have derided these films as music-video rip-offs. Carlos Monsivais has gone further by denigrating Amores perros and Y tu mamá también as examples of a "postmodern cinema" that finds inspiration in "music videos, the films of Quentin Tarantino and Abel Ferrara, and . . . profane speech (the 'fuck off' ad infinitum) that . . . is the prologue to and continuation of violence." 28 In the rush to denounce the new film aesthetics as a derivative marketing ploy, such critics overlook the possibility that the style of Amores perros, Mil nubes de paz, and other "youth films" approximate their young realities. Indeed, one of E. Ann Kaplan's central arguments about MTV is that it "reproduces a kind of decenteredness, often called 'postmodernist,' that increasingly reflects young people's condition in the advanced stage of highly developed, technological capitalism evident in America." 29 The way in which Mexican youth experience the current moment is not entirely different but the more acute socio-economic polarization that exists within Mexico and the gross disparities between it and its influential northern neighbor instantiate a more intense decenteredness. Many films attempt to capture that experience by placing greater emphasis on the interior life than on linear events. Whether through the brevity (or length) of the shots, the exaggeration of certain tones or the purposeful jerks of a hand-held camera, these films convey the rhythms of everyday life as experienced by young adults in ways that make their sensibilities palpable to spectators.
The careful imaging of entrapment (as in Amores perros) and existential desolation (as in Mil nubes de paz) corresponds to the importance attached to individual actions in contemporary youth cultures, as discussed by Reguillo. 30 What this focus means is highly debatable. One might argue that the individualism of youth cultures is the result of the breakdown of traditional socializing institutions like the family, the Church, and schools 31 and, a reflection of the individualizing logic of the neo-liberal market as well as the fall of Marxist social paradigms. There is little doubt about the political risks and theoretical problems in reifying the individual. But, as noted by Mexican social scientist Rogelio Marcial and Rossana Reguillo, the respect that many young adults have for the beliefs of others is based on an egalitarian vision of society much more radical than the mere "tolerance" voiced by the Mexican state. 32 This deference is apparent even in those groups deemed most antagonistic by dominant society, like Mexico's anarcho-punks and raztecas (a term indicating a mingling of Rastafarian and "Aztec" traditions). In both, the veneration of the individual is concomitant with a collective identity used as a bulwark against the global marketplace, whether through activism or rejection of industrial goods in favor of artisanal goods. 33 In this context, these cited youth films, can be seen as a creative response to marketplace individualism.
The films' incorporation of a music-video or publicity aesthetic captures the sensibility of contemporary youth in another important way. As well documented by Kaplan and others, those "genres" do not follow Aristotelian unities. 34 Space-time continuities are subordinated to 1) the synchronization of music and image; 2) the visualization of lyrics or "message"; and/or 3) the creation of fetching images that incarnate a certain quality associated with the song, artist, or product (e.g., irreverence, nostalgia, hip-ness, etc). In films like Ángel Flores Torres's Piedras verdes and Jorge Aguilera's Seres humanos, playing with space and time transmits an emotional state to the spectator viscerally. For example, in one sequence in Piedras verdes, past and present flow together in exaggerated temporal continuity through repeated tracks left and right as the camera follows different characters answering the door for sequential drug buys. Both furnishings and lighting change after each completed track to suggest the passage of story time. However, the constancy of the moving track creates a continuity of screen time that then disorients the spectator. Through this conflation, the film not only portrays its characters as trapped in a vicious, dead-end cycle but also manages to draw the spectator into their emotionally confused state.
Aguilera's Seres humanos, about a trauma suffered by a family whose very young daughter dies in an accident and what happens in the ensuing years, similarly taps into affective experience. Dulce, the mother, becomes a successful emcee of talk shows that become increasingly sensationalistic. Derek, the father, retreats into a fantasy about his daughter's imminent return. Damián, the son, is detached and suicidal. The plot is extremely episodic, more an accumulation of isolated tableaux than a series of "seamlessly" linked events. In Seres humanos, depicting what happened is less important than examining the mental-affective states of the three main characters. Unlike the scene in Piedras verdes, which compressed time, Seres humanos captures an emotional state by detaining or elongating time-not through slow motion, but rather through shots whose meaning slowly emerges by accumulating associations.
These films convey new sensibilities arising out of socio-historical formations-specifically, digital culture and globalization. As noted by urban geographer and cultural theorist David Harvey, our current experience of time-space compression deeply influences our subjectivity. Clearly, young adults are not the only ones affected but, whereas forty-, fifty-and sixty-year olds often find the home computer, for example, a radical transformation, younger people experience such technologies as normative. As a result, they are more apt to conceptualize space in terms of infinite, overlapping networks, rather than territories defined by borders. Similarly, time is measured more by gigabytes than by hours, days, months, and years. Thus, the importance of spatial contiguity and temporal sequence has lessened in favor of an expectation of instant (virtual) presence. As a recent TV ad for a computer giant reminded us with shots of smiling children in a school in Africa, smiling adolescents in Norway, and smiling businessmen in Russia-each group standing next to a computer-all forms of distance no longer matter-we are "connected." This rupture of older notions of space-time is apparent in the practices of PC-and Web-users who manipulate multiple windows at will, write or speak with anyone anywhere, create virtual identities untethered from material spaces and personal histories or enter game zones. 35 What these new films share is the exaltation of a continuous present and an effort to draw the spectator into lived experience. Iñárruti's Amores perros develops multiple overlapping narratives. Hernández's Mil nubes de paz includes spare temporal markers (e.g., in lighting changes that signal daytime or nighttime) that make it impossible to decipher a precise chronology. In Flores Torres's Piedras verdes, the new configurations are presented fleetingly, as in the above-mentioned sequence that "expands" time. In Aguilera's Seres humanos, they are articulated in the film's episodic nature and in isolated sequences as the plot jumps. All of these films invite the spectator into an immersion of frenzy, dread, and anguish, an immersion that may have something to do with what anthropologist Carles Feixa calls "youthful chronotopes." 36 The representation of these spatio-temporal disjunctures and "expanded present" also registers the specificities of Mexican "progress" in a particular historical trajectory of the latter half of the twentieth century.
Starting in the late 1950s, dominant "developmentalist" discourses suggested that Mexico (and, indeed, the rest of Latin America) "lagged behind" the United States and Europe in economic and political terms and that, with the proper infusion of foreign capital and political mentoring, those countries could "jump forward" to share the stage with the forward-looking United States. Indeed, recent neo-liberal promises to bring Mexico up-todate can be seen as a variation on that logic. In an oblique fashion, the contemporary Mexican youth film registers this sense of being "out-of-sync" with the times.
To best appreciate the way this cinema captures an emergent sensibility among Mexican youth, it is essential to examine the type of ironic spectatorial relationship proposed by the aesthetics of at least some of these films, which share with U.S. counterparts like Scream (Wes Craven, 1996) and Kill Bill Vol. 1 and Vol. 2 (Quentin Tarantino, 2003, 2004) a calculated meta-cinematic awareness, an irreverent attitude, a certain theatricality, and an appreciation for the grotesque. In the case of Mexican cinema, the best example might be El sueño del caiman/The Dream of the Crocodile (Beto Gómez, 2002), a semi-cult film among both European youth (who saw it at film festivals) and Mexican youth. 37 The film puts much emphasis on intertextual references. , the film anticipates its later political critique of revolutionary politics when Iñaki realizes that his father, El Vasco (the Basque), did not flee Spain because of his political activities, but rather because he was a criminal. This mocking attitude toward the liberatory possibilities of politics warns spectators not to take anything too seriously. This satirical stance extends to other matters. The inclusion of Doña Carmelita, a transvestite apartment manager, allows the film to poke fun at traditional gender roles as Doña Carmelita conforms more closely to the ideal role of a proper lady than do her fetching nieces, for whom she cares as if they were her own children. El sueño's parodic relationship to genre films and the exaggerated performance of its characters break with the realist aesthetic that the film appears to mimic in other ways. It suggests that everyone in the world is performing a well-rehearsed role and encourages us to laugh at the excesses of Doña Carmelita and the other characters. The film's kitsch aesthetic (present to a lesser degree in other Mexican films like El tigre de Santa Julia/The Tiger of Santa Julia (Alejandro Gamboa, 2002), and in certain scenes from La segunda noche) proposes a pleasure beyond that of identification-that of in-house knowledge, rewarding recognition of allusions to other films and showing the screen as a window onto other windows not as one onto reality. In referring obliquely to particular socio-historical conjunctures (i.e., revolutionary and separatist movements in Latin American and Spain), El sueño retains a notion of the extra-textual and demands that the spectator employ his/her knowledge of historical events to fully enjoy the narrative.
If such socio-historical references become a mainstay of Mexican youth cinema, they would mark a decisive break from mainstream U.S. youth cinema. This is a distinct possibility as the invitation to spectatorial irony is also present in imported television programs like The Simpsons and the pop-up videos that are a cable staple in Mexico and Latin America and in programming like the shows seen on Retro, an Argentine cable station carried on Mexican cable television in the early 2000s. Retro recycled old U.S. TV series (like Get Smart, Starsky and Hutch, and The Brady Bunch that had first debuted on Mexican television in the 1970s) as well as old movies, like those of soft-core porn star Isabel Sarli. It presented these programs to its viewers with a sly wink, offering them the opportunity to laugh at the programs' lowquality production values and old-fashioned morality and, at the same time, to indulge in nostalgia. 38 Such irreverence (indeed, its very marketability) is a reaction to the contemporary scene-one in which traditional identities (whether class, region, or nationality) are more tenuous, in which the legitimacy and efficacy of social institutions like school and the family are questioned, and in which socio-economic change has been rapid and constant. In Mexico, these shifts are a result of several factors, including the dismantling of revolutionary nationalism (present since the 1920s), the rise of neo-liberal economic policies concretized in the 1994 signing of NAFTA, and the electoral defeat of the PRI in 2000 (after seventy-odd years in power). In this uncertain context, young people have adopted a more detached attitude.
What such attitudes ultimately mean is debatable. For critics like Monsivais, hyper-referential "youth films" are a sign of socio-cultural decay as their popularity signals hedonism, solipsism, and, in the worst case, an inability to think critically about the world. For others (especially those who study youth cultures like Reguillo, Marcial, Henry Giroux, and Ryan Moore), such attitudes are an understandable response to contemporary life. This generation emerged as an audience in the mid to late 1980s when they tuned into Alejandro González Iñárruti's smash hit radio show on WFM (Televisa Radio) in Mexico City, 39 the first interactive program on the FM dial, where he and his co-hosts continuously satirized the world at large. Debuting shortly after the 1985 earthquake that devastated the city and demonstrated the federal government's failures, the show's irreverence caught on quickly. In this context, the ironic stance promoted by films like El sueño and the recycled imports shown on TV allow Mexican youth to feel up-to-date with worldwide youth trends while at the same time scorning any belief that their (or Mexico's) socio-economic situation will radically improve.
Scholars like Reguillo and Marcial argue that political and social cynicism do not prevent the young from perceiving themselves as agents able to intervene in their world. For Reguillo, this "cynical disenchantment" . . . allows young adults to continually question the system, without a fatalistic attitude, but at the same time without excessive enthusiasm . . . ; with a sly grin . . . that points out and pokes fun at contradictions in the limited public spaces available to them: the neighborhood, concerts, fanzines, walls, public demonstrations, parties. 40 In Mexico, today's youth differ from those in the 1980s; whereas the latter were often heard to declare the impossibility of the future ("no hay futuro"), today's young adults speak, more often than not, in more projective terms: "there won't be a future" ["no habrá futuro"]. 41 The shift is small, but significant; it points to the importance of living in the present in such a way as to guarantee that the future will be better. As documented by Marcial's ethnographic study of youth cultures in the conservative city of Guadalajara, this commitment is not political in a traditional sense-certainly not when measured against the type of activism displayed by the Zapatistas in the state of Chiapas since 1994 (the year that NAFTA was enacted) or by groups aligned with the Oaxaca teachers' union in 2006. Rather, young political interventions include dressing differently or coloring one's hair and, thus, defying official tolerance; selling hand-made goods and rejecting the consumption of mass-manufacturing; creating alternative spaces like the Tianguis Cultural (an alternative open-air market in downtown Guadalajara) as well as new socio-political networks; and, at times, participating in demonstrations. 42 These actions are not revolutionary (i.e., are not aimed at a radical restructuring of society). They do not propose macro-level policy shifts (as do the Zapatistas in terms of NAFTA) nor make specific claims on behalf of a community (as do both the Zapatistas for indigenous groups and the Oaxaca protestors for teachers). Nonetheless, these actions function as interventions that recognize the importance of participating in one's society at a local, national, and/or global level. If the transformative possibilities of such actions are limited, they nonetheless offer important challenges to the status quo-particularly in the case of Mexican society. While such individual acts may not rupture dominant discourses, they do help constitute alternative communities, concretized in the Tianguis Cultural, which, in turn, struggle against state efforts and dynamize civil society. 43 With all this in mind, it is fruitful to see cinema as a site of negotiation where spectators as well as cultural industries struggle to articulate youth. Without denying the importance of youth studies, we must be equally attentive to how the very notion of youth has served capitalist growth in both indus-trial and postindustrial phases. Future studies of Mexican, Argentine, Brazilian, Colombian, Venezuelan, Cuban, and other Latin American (as well as Asian, African, and Indian) cases must be a vital part of this discussion. 
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